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POLICY PAPER
A Game of Thrones:
Italian parliamentary elections
Alexandr Lagazzi

§

On March 4, Italy held its general elections, which resulted in a tri-polar electorate and a
political deadlock. After more than 10 weeks of negotiations, the Five Star Movement and the
Northern League agreed upon a common agenda to form a governing coalition. On may 18 the
final draft of the coalition pact was published.

§

This paper will aim to summarize the 2018 parliamentary elections by commenting on the
outcome with regards to the rounds of (in)formal negotiations, pin-pointing the most
surprising outcomes, and reacting to the most recent developments in order to compile an
overview of the parliamentary power games.
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Introduction

Behind-the-curtain

With over 65 governments since the end of WW21, the
Italian

parliamentary

system

still

reflects

world-war

precautions, such as the power symmetry between the two
houses of the parliament. This ‘perfect bicameralism’ means
that ever since Italy became a republic in 1946, its Prime
Ministers needed a majority in both the House of Deputies
and the Senate. Designed to prevent a Mussolini-like abrupt
rise to power, this system has been a success, but it gave
Italy a relatively weak executive branch. Over time, the
Italian political spectrum was filled by a large number of
small parties which led to the rise of coalition politics. Many
a government collapsed after a minor party had abandoned
its coalition, and intra-coalitional disputes were pushed to
the forefront of political discourse, together with the cries
for electoral reform as an all-too-important point of parties’
programmes.
However, leaving both constitutional and electoral
systems aside, the true chopping block of the Italian
executive is the omnipresent division of the country2: from
the original vote over favouring a monarchy to a republic,
to 60 years of economic indicators and electoral results, a
striking bipolarity shaped the north versus south conflict up
to today. Some even argue that the unification of the
country itself3 – as the north versus south conflict seems to
remain immune to any political efforts – is the cause of a
structural weakening of parliamentary institutions and
politics, given the lack of consent on unifying the nation in
1861 in the first place. One way or the other, the numerous
parties and governments have formed a system in which

politics:

actual

winners and losers
In the weeks before the vote, four parties were on the
lookout for playing a key-role in forming the next
government: Renzi’s ruling Democratic Party (Partito
Democratico,

PD);

Grillo’s

Five

Star

Movement

(Movimento 5 Stelle, M5S) headed by Di Maio; Berlusconi’s
Forza Italia (FI); and Salvini’s League (Lega Nord, L). As
expected, the Democratic Party led the centre-left coalition,
whilst on the centre-right, Berlusconi and Salvini joined
forces. However, the two poles of the political spectrum
facing off traditionally with their respective minor coalition
partners were also challenged by a standalone Five Star
Movement. Thus, the division of the political spectrum
ensued a tri-polar political map, which, in turn, resulted in
a three-way divided electorate.
By coalitions, the winner in absolute numbers for the
Chamber of Deputies was the centre-right, with a total of
37.00 % and 151 seats. The centre-left only managed to
add up 22.85 % of the votes, obtaining 88 seats.
Considering the parties alone, the absolute numbers show
a clear win for the Five Star Movement: 32.66 % of the
popular vote, which puts the stand-alone party to the
second place if considering coalition numbers. Next, the
Democratic Party obtained 18.72 %, head-to-head with the
League and its surprising 17.37 %. The last party to pass
the 10 % threshold was Forza Italia, which obtained
14.01 %4.
If

classified

by

the

parties’

ideologies

and

the average ruling majority lasts a mere year, and an

parliamentary history, two patterns become apparent:

environment in which the power games held to govern have

firstly, more than 50 % of the electorate voted for the

pushed aside reflections on actual effectiveness of politics

populist and euro-sceptic front; and secondly, traditional

itself. That is the environment in which the latest election

parties suffered a political catastrophe, as Renzi and

took place.

Berlusconi combined barely won a third of all the votes. The
outcome is reflected in the various parties’ gains and losses

1

For more information, see here: http://www.euronews.
com/2016/12/13/why-do-italian-governments-change-so-often
2
More on the division of the country throughout its history
can be found in the following article on The Economist, available
here: https://www.economist.com/node/18780831

3

Ibid
All the official results can
http://www.corriere.it/elezioni-2018/risultatipolitiche/camera.shtml?refresh_ce-cp
4

be

seen

here:
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of parliamentary seats: in the Chamber of Deputies, the

Democratic

M5S and League gained 119 and 109 seats respectively,

maelstrom of issues and the negative publicity they

whilst the Democratic Party lost 180. Following the same

attracted led Matteo Renzi to resign on paper 6 as party

path in the Senate, the Democratic Party and Forza Italia

leader as soon as the next day after the parliamentary

lost 57 and 41 seats respectively. It is safe to say that the

elections, leaving his fellow party members scattered in four

successes of M5S and League in contrast with the losses of

different corners: those loyal to Renzi, those against Renzi,

the Democratic Party and Forza Italia further agitated the

those pro-M5S, and those anti-M5S.

situation—the victory of the former was surprising, but it
was just as clear as the loss of the latter; nonetheless,
neither managed to translate this clarity into the postelection situation, which was marked by a hung parliament
and a country in deadlock. One thing was very clear,
however: tough times were ahead.

Party

Meanwhile,

and

its

Berlusconi’s

centre-left

coalition.

somehow

This

unsurprising

comeback had him play the role of the potential leader of
the centre-right coalition, a position that he has surely lost
since the first projections of the election’s outcome. While
campaigning, Berlusconi made several (re)assuring trips to
his European allies, communicating that he would be the

Arguably, the Democratic Party suffered the strongest

one (and only) politician able to soften up Salvini’s League’s

shock and political damage. Renzi’s approval clearly

stances towards the EU. However, apart from being actually

5

deteriorated ever since the constitutional referendum . In it,

banned from taking an active mandate in politics, the

Renzi gambled and made the matter personal by betting his

election result proved his political instinct wrong. One could

mandate on the outcome of the popular vote, unifying the

only be sure that he would still desperately fight for a main

opposition and making Italy vote on his mandate rather

role in the then-upcoming negotiations, as he indeed did.

than on the proposed reform. After losing the referendum,
he stepped down as Prime Minister due to plummeting
popularity. PD’s Foreign Minister, Paolo Gentiloni, picked up
where Renzi left off. Facing an unprecedentedly united
opposition, the centre-left coalition had to fight on two
fronts: against the centre-right on one side, and against
Grillo’s Movement on the other. Despite gaining political
momentum (largely due to the successes of its Minister of
Interior, Minniti, who was able to lower the number of
incoming migrants), the emotional strings attached to the
topic of migration fuelled the opposition’s appeal. Coming
short of moves on the political playing field, the centre-left

Within the centre-right coalition, Salvini’s League
attracted many voters by promising tougher stances on
migration. Without specifying too concretely the sources of
funding, the League promised flat taxation, greater
autonomy within the EU, and a combination of repatriating
migrants together with a so-called Marshall Plan for Africa.
Building the campaign and programme on criticizing the
ruling coalition, the opposition tactically seized the
momentum and, paradoxically, the Northern League hastily
expanded south and surprisingly gained votes even in the
central regions of the country.

appeared to be struggling to maintain the coalition and keep

Lastly, M5S, run by the comedian-turned-politician,

party members aligned. Moreover, Renzi’s political moves

Beppe Grillo, and led to the elections by Di Maio, continued

and leadership struggles appeared to be quite haphazard

to attract voters from all over the political spectrum. What

and threw unfavourable attention to the quarrels within the

started as a movement of discontent and political protest

5
The constitutional referendum, proposed by then-Prime
minister Renzi together with his electoral law Italicum, aimed to
increase the power disparity between the two Houses and
simplifying the legislative process. In what then became a vote of
(dis)approval for Renzi’s mandate on December 4th 2016, Renzi lost
the referendum proposing to strip the Senate of most of its role and
boost the power of the executive branch. For more details about
the 2016 Constitutional Referendum, see the author’s previous

publication ‘Brussels Monitor: From Renzi with love: Italy’s
Constitutional
Referendum’,
available
here:
http://europeum.org/data/articles/lagazzi-from-renzi-with-love.pdf
6
Practically, Renzi announced his resignation only ‘after the
formation of a new government’, leaving him tactical time and open
doors to possibly stage a political comeback after what he saw as
inconclusive government negotiations.
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that criticised the ruling elites, had slowly become a fulltime

party

that

struggled

to

maintain

its

vastly

heterogeneous voter base. Trying not to alienate too many
possible voters during the campaign, ambiguous and

Unlikely: (united) Centre-right and M5S
coalition
•

ideological differences between M5S and FI and the

carefully ‘neutral’ statements were given and populist claims,

incompatibility of Berlusconi’s image as being a

such as promises of a universal basic income, were

member of the old guard with M5S’s focus on ‘new

unapologetically fed to the masses. After sweeping gains

politics.’

coming mainly from the south of Italy, it was precisely this
struggle that fuelled a heated discussion: in a report from
the Il Foglio daily, shared also on La Repubblica’s Twitter
account, the party seemed to have quietly switched its
political programme (the one that was presented to the

Never say never: a Centre-left (PD) and M5S
coalition
•

no-alliances party. The PD could have used the

differs in many aspects from the original7. Be it on purpose

‘responsibility’ card, i.e. that they had a responsibility

or not, M5S’ stances on the EU and the Eurozone rather

not to let the populists govern by themselves; that

softened up since the election, in a quest to present itself

could have been the last blow to the PD, though.

as being more institutional and less irrational—possibly
Brussels.

Forming

a

majority

government

despite the political deadlock
Given the outcome of the elections, Italy faced a
challenging task in trying to form a government: neither the
stand-alone party with the most seats, nor any of the

traditional coalitions obtained enough votes to hold a

A fraction of the PD was in fact in favour of forming a
coalition with the M5S; nonetheless, M5S remained a

voters before the election) with an ‘updated’ version that

already scraping support from both the President and

This combination was unlikely due to both the

Complex, but doable (and most likely):
League and M5S coalition
•

With common stances on Europe, migration, labour,
education, etc., a union of L and M5S seemed like the
most logical and most likely scenario—despite their
differences on economic issues (the euro, universal
basic income, etc.). However, if the parties were left
alone, the position of the PM would go to Di Maio,
leaving Salvini empty-handed and in a minority position.

majority. Thus, Italy’s president Sergio Mattarella was about

After the elections, two things were clear. First, if any

to start the government negotiations with an exceptionally

majority was to be found, M5S in opposition could have

complicated task: unifying the divided, a feat worthy of

been ruled out. They themselves said that the party had

Garibaldi himself. These are the scenarios that were

‘won the elections and wants to govern.’ Second, President

possible:

Mattarella was not eager at all to call another round of
elections. Many, him included, believed that the result

Very unlikely: Centre-right and PD coalition

would remain unchanged (especially since the criticised new

•

Apart from leaving the M5S in opposition, this coalition

electoral law had remained in place, unchanged). With

was highly unlikely because PD and L (part of the

regards to the individual parties, each had several strategies

centre-right coalition) were political opposites, and

for the ensuing negotiations. The PD, which suffered the

because the Renzi-loyal fraction of PD favoured going

largest defeat and remained de facto leaderless, had three

into the opposition.

options: (1) entering into coalition with the M5S out of
‘responsibility’ and thus ‘doing Italy a favour,’ (2) entering

7

can

The piece on the removal / update of the electoral agenda
be
found
on
La
Repubblica,
available
here:

http://www.repubblica.it/politica/2018/04/17/news/m5s_rimossi_i
_programmi_votati_dagli_iscritti-194089246/
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the opposition, or (3) regrouping & scattering along the

of the upcoming government. Rumours of a Di Maio-Salvini

lines of different coalition preferences among PD members.

axis and whispers about the nominations caused much

Berlusconi and his FI, who also lost substantial political

concern to Berlusconi, who, technically, was still tied up with

ground, had to maintain the centre-right coalition alive and

Salvini in a coalition. This triggered Berlusconi’s calculated

get rid of M5S without alienating L’s Salvini (who could

response—a U-turn on the question of M5S.

make a majority with Di Maio’s M5S). Salvini and the League
saw the centre-right coalition as a possibility to stay closest
to power, and in fact a best way towards Salvini’s
appointment as Prime Minister. Alternately, though, by
joining forces with M5S, Salvini would have had to give up
the post of PM, but the League would be a key part of the
government without having to bear the weight of too much
political responsibility, since it would be a minority in a
coalition with M5S. Finally, the Five Star Movement also had
several courses of action open to it: (1) keeping its
standalone policy and thus risking being forced into the
opposition, (2) finding any party willing to support its
propositions and thus having a simple legislative majority,
or (3) playing a long-term strategic game to destabilise the
centre-right and centre-left by appealing to PD while
marginalising Berlusconi and courting Salvini into a majority.

List

of

the

most

important

developments and issues

Allegedly, Berlusconi presented Salvini with a choice:
stay on board the centre-right coalition and enjoy the
benefit of having the majority or leave and join Di Maio and
be in the minority. He told Salvini that the FI could form a
government with M5S, seeking agreement primarily on
issues connected to the economy, labour, and migration.
This move was despised by many, as the chances of M5S
approving of Berlusconi were slim, with Grillo voicing strong
criticism of the former PM before the elections. Some,
however, saw this as a first attempt at a Berlusconi-LeagueFive Stars deal and a way for Berlusconi to keep a door open
for himself to a future in the forefront of Italian politics.
Pushing the Five Stars to openly state their stance on him,
Berlusconi hoped to gain political momentum on which he
could ride into the new elections, should they take place.
Additionally, this way he had prepared himself a scapegoat
to blame should no coalition agreement be reached. What
seemed to be an unrealistic scenario suddenly appeared
much more likely after the League had accepted to leave
the nomination of the Speaker of the Senate to Berslusconi’s

As was demonstrated, several coalition scenarios

Forza Italia. However, Salvini bypassed Berlusconi and

resulted in sufficient numbers for a majority. For forming a

agreed to support Movimento’s preferred candidate, Anna

government majority, however, several events indicated

Bernini, who albeit a member of Forza Italia was not

which scenario was ultimately going to materialise. Three

Berlusconi’s first choice. After Berlusconi’s refusal of Bernini,

main

the

FI’s Alberti Caselatti was nominated as Speaker of the

negotiations: (1) the appointment of both Speaker of the

Senate instead and M5S’s Robert Fico as Speaker of the

House and Speaker of the Senate, (2) the results of local

Chamber of Deputies. Granted, this left Berlusconi in the

by-elections in Molise and Friuli-Venezia Giulia, and (3) the

game, but now he was politically hurt and arguably much

quarrel over the appointment of the next PM.

less powerful in the context of the centre-right coalition.

(1) Parliament Houses Speakers

(2) Regional elections in Molise and FriuliVenezia Giulia

issues

were

exceptionally

indicative

for

In the first days after the election, Salvini and Di Maio
seemed to have ignored each other until a crucial phone call
took place between them, in which they discussed
appointments to two major political posts: the speakers of
both chambers of the Parliament. Although this phone call
was allegedly unrelated to the formation of government,
historically, these nominations tend to illuminate the shape

The situation was then also complicated by the
regional election in Italy’s youngest region, Molise, seen by
many as a follow up control test of the national round. M5S,
who previously won 45 % in Molise, now achieved a poor
result of 31.7 %, largely due to their lack of experience in
local politics. In a further exchange of political capital, FI
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surpassed the League’s result (9.4 % and 8.3 %, resp.)8,

criticised (1) the electoral law (put in place by the centre-

which returned some political ground to Berlusconi as the

left and FI), then (2) Salvini himself for not joining the M5S

leader of the centre-right coalition and gave more

and for remaining with Berlusconi, (3) Renzi and the PD for

legitimacy to his claim to premiership for the centre-right

not listening and blocking negotiations with the M5S, then

coalition. M5S was being increasingly more criticised for

(4) all the other parties for being selfish and thinking only

leaving behind its grassroots character and becoming just

about their parliamentary seats, concluding with the

like the other ‘big parties.’ In addition to having to factor in

description of the M5S as post-ideological, saying that he

Berlusconi’s reach for the post of PM, Di Maio had to

did not see left-wing or right-wing ideas, but only good and

consider Salvini’s tactical silence. Shortly after, Friuli-

bad ones. The last ‘redistribution of responsibility’ came in

Venezia Giulia election proved indeed to be very indicative.

the very end, when, after not seeing any other way than

Expecting a strong mandate from Friuli-VG, Salvini opted for

early

laying low and not rocking the boat, and his strategy paid

aforementioned offer.

elections,

he

called

out

Salvini

with

the

off. Not only did the League take 35 % (the centre-right
coalition taking 57 % altogether), but the PD confirmed its

(3) The next Prime Minister

gain in the general election with a result of just over 18 %,
9

After the nominations for Speakers were secured, the

while M5S maxed out at 11 % . After a success in the

two

election, Salvini hinted at an expedited formation of a

crystallised: Salvini and Di Maio. With the question of

government with M5S, leaving the question of Berlusconi

the final coalition settled, it was time to answer the final

unanswered. Possibly, Salvini planned to stall for so long,

question—who was going to be appointed PM? Although

that the union with Di Maio would appear as the only way

both leaders had a claim to the post, the final decision was

forward (at least to his supporters), but the overwhelming

for President Mattarella to make. During the pre-official

victory of the centre-right rekindled the argument for the

negotiations, heated arguments occurred between all the

coalition remaining unified.

parties, with the notable exception of the PD that was

The result gave Salvini a boost of confidence, as it
provided him with an even stronger position in his existing
coalition and a potentially strong position in the hypothetical
coalition with the Five Star Movement. In a Facebook
livestream10, Di Maio called on Salvini, offering a formation
of an alliance whose goal it would be to lead Italy to an
early parliamentary election. This was seen by many as a
response to Renzi’s appearance on state television

11

main

characters

of

a

possible

majority

shattered into two camps—one loyal to Renzi and one in
favour of joining the M5S in the name of ‘responsibility’ for
Italy. Di Maio tactically refused to rule out such a possibility,
fuelling the rumours, but it remained clear that it was not

too likely a scenario to actually happen.

Summary of the political negotiations:
swimming with sharks, as usual

th

(Sunday, April 29 ), in which he clearly excluded the
possibility of a PD-M5S coalition, saying ‘he who has lost

With the start of the official negotiations, party politics

cannot govern,’ putting the blame for the deadlock on

shifted once more. Having remembered Machiavelli, Di Maio

entirely on Di Maio and the Movimento and appeasing his

performed quite a stunt—a textbook example of the age-

electoral base. In his Facebook livestream, Di Maio first

old practice of divide et impera. He ruled out any possibility

8
All the results can be found here: https://www.tpi.it/
2018/04/23/elezioni-molise-2018/
9
The official results are available here: https://elezioni.
repubblica.it/2018/elezioni-regionali/friuli-veneziagiulia?refresh_ce
10
The full recording of theFacebook live-stream is available
here:
https://video.repubblica.it/politica/governo-di-maio--

impossibile-esecutivo-di-cambiamento-si-torni-al-piu-presto-alleurne/303513/304146?ref=RHPPLF-BH-I0-C8-P1-S1.8-T1
11
The interview is available here: https://video.repubblica.it/
politica/governo-di-maio--impossibile-esecutivo-di-cambiamentosi-torni-al-piu-presto-alle-urne/303513/304146?ref=RHPPLF-BHI0-C8-P1-S1.8-T1
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of a coalition with the PD so long as Renzi remained in the

Except, there were still two barriers: Berlusconi and the PM

picture and did the same for the centre-right and Berlusconi.

appointment.

Then, however, while alluding to the German grand
coalition pact, he entertained the possibility of an

Conclusion:

involvement of the PD even with Renzi, alienating

government

Berlusconi, motivating the League to jump ship, and further
dividing the Democratic Party. The best part of it all? Should
Salvini have really abandoned Berlusconi, it would have
discredited him to such an extent that the position of PM
would have been left open for Di Maio.

Italy’s

new

populist

Thus, Salvini had two options: either remaining loyal
to his coalition partner or waiting for the right moment and
dropping Berlusconi (and trying to minimise the damage this
would cause to his credibility), joining the M5S and getting

Berlusconi was not going to leave this unanswered,

rid of the burden of absolute political responsibility (leaving

though. In an homage to his previous political career, he

the premiership for Di Maio or a third candidate), while still

stole the show during the centre-right’s press conference.

having lots of control. The latter seemed to become

After the consultations, Salvini read aloud the coalition’s

increasingly more possible. Another actor involved in all this

joint declaration and was followed by Forza Italia’s

was President Mattarella, with whom lied the final decision

charismatic, energetic leader, who came on stage and

on the appointment of PM. He had the option of calling a

recited the main points from memory, gesticulating and

new round of elections, an option preferred by Di Maio, but

. After the greetings,

nonetheless an unproductive one, since the result of such a

Berlusconi literally moved Salvini and Meloni off the stage,

vote was expected to be unchanged in any meaningful way

took the microphone, reminding the press ‘to be good’ and

(especially, since it would take place under the same

counting them on his fingers

12

went straight into battle, attacking M5S . The message was

electoral law). Despite this, the President threatened to do

clear: Berlusconi still saw himself and wanted to himself to

precisely that, should the third round of negotiations finish

be seen as the leader of the centre-right coalition. The

inconclusively. In his most crucial statement since the

question was whether the centre-right was still relevant.

election, he confessed he liked the idea of appointing a so-

13

Meanwhile, President Mattarella appointed Alberti
Casellati (FI) the Senate Speaker with the so-called
‘exploratory mandate,’ meaning that her task was to form a
government with the centre-right alliance—in two days. The
deadline missed, a deadlock continued in the formation of
a parliamentary majority. Following the Senate Speaker’s
failure, M5S’s left-leaning Roberto Fico tested the waters for
a possible M5S-PD coalition, in an effort to reach a deal.

called governo di scopo, a neutral technocratic government,
whose task it would be to prepare the next election for
summer/autumn 201914. Both the Five Stars and the League
expressed opposition to this proposal, calling for new
elections to be held without any delay or a period of
interregnum. This was to be expected, as a neutral
government would hardly reflect their preferences vis-à-vis
the most important political appointments, such as the PM.

This was, however, opposed by Renzi and the majority of

A true jump-start for the M5S-L government came

his fellows in PD, and so it ultimately failed. At that point,

(un)surprisingly from Berlusconi, who announced that he

the M5S-League alliance seemed to be the only way forward.

would not block such a coalition. The statement came a few
days before a tribunal in Milan lifted his ban on holding

12
The whole recording of the press release is to be found
here: https://video.repubblica.it/politica/consultazioni-berlusconishow-la-performance-ruba-la-scena-a-matteosalvini/302112/302746
13
More on the content of Berlusconi’s speech is available
here: https://video.repubblica.it/politica/consultazioni-berlusconi-

prende-il-microfono-e-attacca-i-5s--sappiate-distinguere-i-veridemocratici/302101/302735?ref=RHPPLF-BH-I0-C8-P1-S1.8-T2
14
The President’s ultimatum was published on La Repubblica,
available
here:
http://www.repubblica.it/politica/2018/05/07/
news/forza_italia_ronzulli_no_governo_presidente_consultazioni195710406/
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public office15. This meant that should new elections take

published. In it, there is no mention of quitting the Euro;

place, just as the M5S-L alliance wished, he could run for

there are mentions of plans to lift Russian sanctions. The

office.

ultimatum,

pact also talks quite heavily of immigration policies,

Berlusconi’s blessing, and nine weeks of waiting, the two

In

the

wake

of

the

President’s

suggests two rates for flat taxation (15 and 20 %) and the

parties finally started negotiating their common vision for

revision of the Fornero pensions law. As far as the Treaties

the government of Italy. The question of the PM would be

and their reopening are concerned, the leaders reserved

settled by the ‘third candidate’ option, as neither party

their last comments, making the government’s stance on

wanted to be perceived to be retreating from the power

this ever-important issue still unknown. In fact, following

games. More conflict was found on the question of taxation.

international backlash and negative market responses,

The League’s flat tax approach (15 %) and the M5S’s more

suddenly there is not much left on Italian sovereignty on

welfare-state-like approach have hardly any potential for

monetary issues: the previously euroskeptic tone of the

reconciliation, not to speak of M5S’s proposed universal

agenda seems to have rather softened up (as it did for M5S

basic income. Another fault line was Salvini’s radical stance

in the last week(s) before the elections), still leaving only

towards migration and social issues that still alienated M5S’s

an ambiguous passage on the renegotiation of EU treaties.

electoral base and made the hypothetical union unpopular
with many. Moreover, the confused stance on the Eurozone
underlined how little consensus there was on the most
imperative issue facing the coalition: building a strong

Alexandr Lagazzi

economic policy.
As of now, what follows from the leaked draft of the
coalition pact16 is that the planned populist government in
Italy would create substantial costs for the country’s
budget—which

is

unacceptable

to

the

Commission.

Furthermore, this leak (which was called ‘old and outdated’
by the party leaders, despite being dated to two days before
the leak took place) confirmed ambiguous stands toward
issues like the proposed consultative referendum on the
Euro, the warming of relations with Russia, and the reopening of the Treaties, together with a request to the ECB
to freeze € 250 b. of Italian debt. As we moved closer to the
formation of the populist government, the Ministry of Home
Affairs went to the League and its anti-immigrant policies,

He is a scholar of International Economic Relations
and Diplomacy at the Faculty of International
Relations of the University of Economics in Prague.
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parliamentary simulations, including the Erasmian
European Youth Parliament. His working experience
varies from volunteering and internships at NGOs to
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and the almost-ready and then final coalition pact17 were
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For more information see this article on Reuters:
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-italy-politics-berlusconi/italiantribunal-lifts-ban-on-berlusconi-holding-public-officeidUSKCN1ID0AK
16
The document was retrieved from Huffington Post Italia
and
published
on-line.
I
tis
available
here:

https://www.huffingtonpost.it/2018/05/15/un-comitato-diconciliazione-parallelo-al-consiglio-dei-ministri_a_23435353/
17
The full text of the coalition pact is available here:
https://www.huffingtonpost.it/2018/05/15/un-comitato-diconciliazione-parallelo-al-consiglio-dei-ministri_a_23435353/

